
Welcome to the Galactic Hawk Moon Edition 

of the Noos-letter 

Welcome to the Galactic Hawk Moon of Integrity, the 

eighth moon of the Planetary Service Wavespell! 

No planet can evolve to supermental intelligence, until 

the human has attained collective self-realization as a 

single planetary organism. This attainment represents the most critical 

stage in the evolution of planets with life. This attainment is called 

noosphere." —Valum Votan 

We have now entered the second of seven Mystic Moons – the Moon of 

the Blue Galactic Night. Each of these Seven Mystic Moons recapitulates 

the seven final moons that led up to the Closing of the Cycle on Kin 207 

(4 Ajaw), 21-12-2012. The seven final moons were the waning moons; 

the seven mystic moons are the waxing moons leading to Galactic 

Synchronization – 26 July 2013. 

The totem of this Moon is the Hawk, calling on us to lift our perceptions 

above the Earth. Hawks are thought to be able to look directly into the 

sun; and thus access the information keys of the new solar consciousness. 

As The Mayan Factor states the Sun, Kinich Ahau, is not only the 

sustainer and source of life, but is also the mediator of information 

beamed to and from other star systems. 

We know at this time that there is an unprecedented influx of energy 

pouring into our planet – a new arrival of plasma discharge. The system 

of the Law of Time gives us a daily program to channel these plasmas 

consciously so as to cooperate with the shifting of this present timespace 

reality. This is part of the on-going rainbow bridge experiment. 

The rainbow bridge already exists; we just have to raise our vibration as 

a collective in order to see it physically. 

In this practice the 7 days of the week are replaced by 7 radial plasmas – 

each with a unique quality. In this way we have a simple daily program 

to attune our mind with the Earth's electromagnetic field to create the 

"rainbow brain" around the Earth. 

How? By consciously interacting with the auroras and electromagnetic 

field. The key to this visualization is to, through our mind, extend the 

auroras to the equator, connecting them there permanently to create the 

circumpolar rainbow bridge. 

These 7 radial plasmas, identified with the magma of the Earth, are 
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conducted from a point of origin close to the center of the galaxy through 

the Earth's terrestrial poles and into the crystal core. 

As the 7:7::7:7 manual states: 

These seven radial plasmas are essentially fourth-dimensional electronic 

fluids, which can be telepathically activated into the radial matrix of 

fourth-dimensional time. They are primary energetic fluids used by the 

mental self-creating processes, which underlie the order of the universe, 

a function of higher evolving consciousness itself. 

In the pulsar geometry, the eighth tone (and eighth moon) represents the 

second stage of the 4-8-12 third-dimensional mind-form pulsar. The first 

stage (tone four) establishes the self-existing power of form as a mental 

reality. The second stage establishes the form body of the galaxy (tone 

eight), the cosmic form of all forms, containing all the stages of stellar 

activity and life as we know it; while the final stage is the crystal (tone 

12), the ultimate crystallization of thought as a perfected form. 

 

The Rainbow Bridge Experiment continues … 

Realization of Noosphere is the Overcoming of Duality. 

Overcoming duality creates a field of telepathic resonance. 
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A field of telepathic resonance unveils the (already existing) 

Circumpolar Rainbow Bridge. 

This experiment continues through the 7 Mystic Moons to Galactic 

Synchronization. 

Star Traveler's Synchronicities 

Welcome to the synchronic view of the upcoming Galactic Moon – the 

second of the Seven Mystic Moons. In the Seven Mystic Moons we 

recapitulate the Seven Days of Creation. In this Moon we re-enact the 

power of the Second Day of Creation: the power of Galactic Abundance. 

Last moon and the first day of creation was the power of Resonant Spirit 

– just as Cosmic Science (see CHC Vol. II) describes the "RANG" – the 

initial resonating sound vibration that creates the universe ("In the 

beginning was the word", "OM", etc). 

So, the second day of creation is the power of Galactic Abundance - after 

the initial resonance of the RANG comes the abundant storehouse that 

would become the innumerable galaxies and galactic orders. Read More. 

Our Sister Sites 

 

 

13:20 : FREQUENCY : SHIFT 

Blog by Red Queen 

• Unification in Time/Long Count, Dreamspell 

and all Traditions (audio) 

• Return of the People of OMA 
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